
Job Title: E-commerce Manager
Company: Hunter Bell
Job Location: Houston, TX

Position Summary
Hunter Bell is looking for an experienced E-commerce Manager who will manage the
day-to-day online operations relating to Ecommerce. We are looking for an analytical and
strategic thinker that can balance new customer acquisition programs with retention
initiatives. It is imperative that this person be familiar with marketing and technology
opportunities that increase sales and consumer engagement. This person should have an
"all-hands-on-deck" mentality—as a growing part of our business, we are all required to
take on many jobs and to do them well. This is an area with enormous growth potential.

Responsibilities:
● Manage daily site maintenance -- including, but not limited to, site stability, site

updates and changes, trouble-shooting, escalation and resolution
● Responsible for creation, development and execution of all SEM, SEO, affiliate,

re-messaging and new acquisition and retention programs to drive awareness,
engagement and conversion.

● Analytically driven approach to management and decision-making, with strong
proficiency in web analytics, performance marketing analytics, customer
segmentation and testing/optimization techniques.

● Lead business analysis of customer and business metrics, maintaining and
improving models for predicting lifetime value, repeat rates, and other measures of
customer behavior.

● Develop and execute strategy to drive rapid, profitable growth in the Digital
Marketing channel, while achieving sales and margin objectives.

● Monitor KPI metrics, define multi variant testing strategy and analysis, interpret
changes in shopping behavior, and quantify the impact of various technology and
product initiatives.

● Prepare and execute new collection launches through product setup
● Set up requirements for data feeds and on-site analytics tagging (Google Analytics

360) for reporting purposes. Maintain trackable URL and web analytics tagging
standard.

● Review, develop, and optimize existing product descriptions and keywords



Requirements:
● Minimum of 5 years of experience in an ecommerce or marketing related role
● Bachelor’s degree required
● Data-driven; clear understanding of retail and marketing metrics using Google

Analytics; commitment to increasing profit and ROI
● Strong problem-solving capabilities - as evidenced by a track record of finding

feasible solutions to complex problems, especially in an environment with incomplete
information and tight timelines.

● Ability to conceptualize business issues, formulate hypotheses, gather results,
analyze data, and make appropriate recommendations for change.

● Knowledge of digital marketing channels (PPC, SEO, Social) and KPI (ROI, CPA,
LTV, CTR)

● Knowledge of HTML and CSS, conversion management, sales journey optimization,
traffic analysis, and reporting tools

● Ability to track online and mobile shopping trends and apply learnings to business
● Excellent understanding of web design and experience using Shopify, Google

Analytics, and MS Office Suite
● Familiarity with analytical techniques such as clustering, decision trees, logistic

regression, and recommendation systems is highly desirable.


